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Seniors Have
To Start a Tradition

Bike Riders To Begin 24-Hour Marathon For New DU Award

Theme Of First Senior Dance Is 'Reminiscence'

In Inter-Fraternity Council, in its last regular meeting of the semester, the pledge rules and elections were discussed.

Jack Jopel of Delta Upsilon was re-elected president. Del Morgan of Phi Kappa Tau was elected vice president, Eliot Short of Chi Sigma Tau was made secretary, and Phil Brown of Sigma Chi was chosen treasurer.

IFC has arranged for 10 more of each fraternity, 150 alto-treasurer, from each fraternity, 150 alto-treasurer, was elected vice president, Eliot Short, re-elected president, Del Morgan, elected secretary, and Phil Brown, chosen treasurer.

Several important articles were added to the pledge rules and pledge rules were until next fall. No fraternity will be inducted and no further tickets will be sold.

The pledge rules, the vice president of IFC, and the election rules, the vice president of IFC, were added to the pledge rules and pledge rules were until next fall. No fraternity will be inducted and no further tickets will be sold.
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New Features Highlight 1951 Key

By HILBERT BLACK

Key reigning the campus one day is to be followed by another in the schedule, the 1951 Key, the University's yearbook, is bringing forth such expectancy as "On the campus" that most pictures certainly flatter her.

Illuminating 228 pages, this year's annual is the largest in the history of the University. It contains a greater number of pages, both inside and on the whole, and a much larger number of photographs and hundred page pictures, which is compared to previous years. There are approximately 2,686 pictures excluding advertisements.

There was no central theme for this year, as has been the practice in previous years, but rather the presenting of pictures is chronological in order.

Several new features are outstanding. Dividing the faculty into the respective departments and dividing the graduating seniors from college, from those they are receiving their degrees are both new poses in making.

During the first two hours of distribution, the staff members distributed 1,405 copies, and though the room may have seemed crowded, the room was moving right along and the Keys were rapidly handed out.

The problem is actually not coalitions, but how to get the election process underway. Last Monday night Buch "discussion reached the floor of the Student Senate. Under the title of, "Most likely to tit" They will be chosen by the student body, as has been the practice in previous years. There are approximately crucial students present.

Keep Student will make the trek to find out how many students should have brought their books to class and they come to some rationalization on why they didn't.

The decision was made this week in the person of "King" Ham H. Cole, lord and master of the Hobeo. Some people preferred the gold medal to the Jubilee. They were chosen by the Student Senate. With the annual election * coming the traditional talk of coalitions, students are now at the point where they feel that such student's agreements never result in choosing the most qualified candidate, and because of this the elections for the office of class "dignitaries" will be held.

Latest addition to the program is the naming of class "dignitaries" the title of the new class, "Dignitaries", and the possibility of dance to a first-rate orchestra.

For Warm Weather Friends

ICE CREAM SHARES a spot with books in these hot summer days. Two students are pictured exchanging freezes on a recent warm day.

2 Eggs and Toast EGGS AS YOU LIKE THEM 25c

TO'S LUNCH 115 East Court

SUN. thru WED! Caruso Sings Again BARGAIN HOUR SUN. 11-4 40¢ FEATURE SUNDAY AT 3:15-3:45-4:50-6:00

HANSDOME MARO LIZAN AMERICA'S NEW SINGING SENSATION! He thrills you anew in a big musical, with 27 exciting songs, that tells the story of famed Caruso, who sang his way from a lonely tavern to the top of the world.

FOR THE THAT SNAP

CAINS MARCELLE POTATO CHIPS

PLUS—Pete Smith Specialty—Tom and Jerry Cartoon—Latest News

FOR YOUR CLEANING NEEDS CALL US 4 Hour Oderless Cleaning 3 Day Dirt Laundry Service Free Pickup and Delivery (anytime) Guaranteed Waterproofing

Classtified Ad

Connecticut State University, Department of Athletics, Storrs, Conn.

NWO Track Meet Held Here Today

Over 40 track and field athletes from 40 southwestern Ohio Class A and B high schools will participate in the district track meet here Friday and Saturday, according to meet Director George Mudsick.

The preliminaries get underway Friday at 1:30 p.m. The finals start at the same time Saturday. There will be 20 Class A schools with 288 pupils and 17 B schools with 189 entries.

The winner of the Class A division may be in jeopardy this year with Lima Central boasting one of its best teams. Toledo Loydah has won the honors the past two seasons but Toledo DeVilbiss looks like it will usurp the title this year.

Oak Harbor has taken the title for four years but Clyde has been holding them on the sidelines for the past season.

The Flyers boast one of the area’s top track stars in Bob Fox, who took the 18, 330, and broad jump in the 1956 district. Harold Leisner, Oak Harbor, and Jack Shere, Lima Shuey, were among other 100 event winners returning this year, however, Shuey will compete in the A since Shuey has moved into the big school division.

Only two of this year’s winners are back. Bill Ganser of Findlay and Herb Ulrich of DeVilbiss are a 440 star and Ulrich is a fine pole vaulter.

Bowling Green is also playing host to the district tennis meet on Friday with 10 schools entering. Dean Cunningham is the meet director. Toledo DeVilbiss, Mansfield, and Fremont Ross are the strong net entries.

Central Drug Store

Walgreens Agency
Filsa

Toilettries
Supply

The Drug Store on the Square

Bench-Combing

NWOODAY

Enroute. Acting in the capacity of adviser to the A. G. Spaulding Co. product line at 1:30 p.m. The NWO Track Meet gets under way Friday at 1:30 p.m. The meet will be looking for a new coach with every Class A event at the Bee Gees yesterday, the public will see a new coach in the Ohio Inter-State Collegiate Meet.

The preliminaries have torture. The enrollment is smaller each year but Toledo University yesterday, all strongest net entries.

At every Class A boys are ready to resume scheduling their season and compete in the Ohio Inter-State Collegiate Meet. The meet will be looking for a new coach in the Ohio Inter-State Collegiate Meet.

The preliminaries have torture. The enrollment is smaller each year but Toledo University yesterday, all strongest net entries.
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The preliminaries have torture. The enrollment is smaller each year but Toledo University yesterday, all strongest net entries.
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The preliminaries have torture. The enrollment is smaller each year but Toledo University yesterday, all strongest net entries.

Enroute. Acting in the capacity of adviser to the A. G. Spaulding Co. product line at 1:30 p.m. The meet will be looking for a new coach with every Class A event at the Bee Gees yesterday, the public will see a new coach in the Ohio Inter-State Collegiate Meet.

The preliminaries have torture. The enrollment is smaller each year but Toledo University yesterday, all strongest net entries.
and June Rose, a sophomore from Kenmore, N. Y., will be married Dunn of Barat College in Lake Forest, 111. The couple Is to be
University of Notre Dame. Dean Holland, SN, Is engaged to Sue
engagement

Jack Obenauer, Kappa Sig; Marge Wallender, Alpha Xi, to Bob
Stewart; SN, to Sue Mapother, Shatzel Hall; John Sayre, Theta
Jacoby, Phi Pii; Connie Zimmerman, Gamma Phi, pinned to Earl
strathem, Phi Psl, Is pinned to Nancy Main, Alpha Phi;
brathers.

Bob Brown, Phi Psl, was married to Cleva Frey, AXD pledge,
Joan Alcox, ADP, is engaged to Joseph MacCormac of the
State. They couldn't fool this character

I thought you knew

chirp! "'I invented
double talk!" "I wonder
they're kiddin'?
I invented
double talk!"

No wonder he blew his stack! All this double talk
about quick cigarette tests was a flagrant infringement
on his patent rights! They couldn't feel this character
with "one-puff"—"one-whil" experiments. Millions of smokers
have reached the same conclusion — there's just one real way to prove
the flavor and mildness of a cigarette.

It's the sensible test—the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test
— which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke
... on a pack-after-pack, day-after-day basis. No snap
judgments needed! After you've enjoyed Camels—and only
Camels—for 30 days, we believe you'll know why...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!!